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With the exception of the splendid Cengalo-Badile group in the Sciora cirque,
the Bregaglia has tended to be neglected by British alpinists, partly, no doubt,
because of the absence of modern guide-books covering the whole area. It is
only recently that the iggJPhilipp selected climbs Bergell (Rother, Munich)
and the new S.A.C. guide-book Siidliche Bergellerberge und M. Disgrazia have
become available; while West Col are still in process of producing Bregaglia
East to match their Bregaglia West (1967).

It was a photograph in Nigg's guide, reprinted from the old Bonacossa guide
book (Regione Masino-Bregaglia-Disgrazia, 1936), which first lured Kim
Meldrum, my first wife and me round to the Allievi hut in the Val Zocca on the
south side of the Bregaglia, in 1967. The photograph was of the South face of
the Cima di Cast.::llc, and in marked contrast with the gentle snowy slopes of
of its north and west s;dc£, it revealed a very steep, compact wall of rock,
cl~aved by a great couloir above the lower overhanging section; moreover, as
with the original published thirty years before, there were no dotted lines
anywhere near the steep part of the face.

The guardian, Ugo Fiorelli, his wife Catarina and his small but intimidating
son Antonello, seldom encountered Englishmen, and greeted us with great
enthusiasm and almost completely intractable Italian. During our three
seasons at his hut, we have developed a fairly efficient vehicle of communica
tion, bearing little obvious resemblance to any known European language.
In its rudimentary form, this enabled us to deduce that most of the rock-climbs
thereabouts were extraordinarily beautiful and difficult, the valley being the
haunt of the most exalted alpinists. Bonatti was mentioned frequently, with
Gervasutti, Paravicini and Corti being the more familiar stars in the galaxy.

Our poor performance on his pet boulder led Ugo to direct us to a somewhat less
extraordinarily difficult, but equally beautiful, route on the Punta Rasica. We
found it a delightful, although long (too long), training climb. From our forced
bivouac on the descent we had an impressive view of the Castello, partially
screened by drifting cloud.

During the rest of that season we climbed from the same hut, the highlights
being the Gervasutti route on the South ridge of the Punta Allievi, and the
Paravicini route on the South-east ridge of the Pizzo di Zocca. The Gervasutti
is the classic route of the Val Zocca, following a fine rock ridge, with several
pitches ofV. Since our ascent, several British parties have climbed it, and have
generally (although not unanimously) agreed with our estimate of its quality.

The Paravicini is a harder and finer, although rather shorter, route. Mter a long,
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easy, and somewhat dangerous approach, it takes a very pure line up the crest
of a steep ridge. The difficulty is never extreme, but is very sustained at V
to V+, with one or two harder sections.

We ended the season with a short new route on the Punta Allievi. This climbs
the steep South-west buttress, very prominent from the hut, and gave us a
memorable short day, a fine long pitch of V and our first intentional alpine new
route (see Alpine Climbing I968 13 for technical note). Ugo was almost as
pleased as we were, and insisted that we name it, as is the fashion in the area.
He suggested the via Inglesi, as it was the first of that species. We gave him, to
his considerable astonishment, a 'spud', to use on his projected second ascent,
and left the area, convinced that the South face of the Castello was impossible,
for us at least, although hoping that something might happen, to us or to the
mountain, to make it feasible the next year.

In fact, we were not able to put the matter to the test in 1968, when we were
joined by Ian (Sherpa) Roper, since a stay of two weeks at the hut yielded only
two possible climbing days, on each of which we did a new route of no great
consequence. The first was on the East face of the Punta Baroni (A.J. 74178),
a small peak lying between the Castello and the Allievi. We skirted the direct
line (a last great problem, probably solved in 1969) to the right, following a line
of chimneys and cracks which we had picked out on a photograph in the old
guide-book. It was a short but fairly eventful climb. It began, and continued,
in distinctly unpromising weather, and ended in an all-out thunderstorm.
The climbing was mostly pleasant and at grade IV and V, but the critical pitch
of about 140 ft was very much more difficult and drained the resources of the
party considerably. We called it the via Senza Sole, and retired to lick our
wounds.

Our second, and final, climb of the season was an altogether more pleasant
affair, and was detected on yet another photograph in the Bonacossa guide.
The view of the south side of the Pizzo di Zocca shows a long ridge leading up
to the West-south-west antecima, and reveals no dotted line on it. Ugo, who
was by now regarding our new route-collecting with enormous enthusiasm,
confirmed its virginity. It turned out to be an excellent ridge-climb, with pitches
of up to grade V, some 2500 ft of climbing and a long and quite taxing descent
(again in bad weather). Rather because we liked the sound of it than because
we came from Lancaster, we called it the Cresta della Rosa Rossa (A.J. 74177).

Last year, 1969, Sherpa and I were back once again at the Allievi hut. Little had
changed. Visitors were few, Antonello still persecuted the local sheep, the
via Inglesi had gained a piton and become quite popular, our long ridge had had a



36-9 First ascent of central pillar of South face of Cima di Castello [36] shows the
general line of the route with the bivouac marked, and the general line of the Via
Osio. The other photos show the traverse ([37]), the 'overhang-'the roof curled up
to the vertical continuation of our line' ([38])-and the 'sting in the tail' ([39])

second ascent and been liked, and the via Senza Sole had been ignored since
our visit. High up, at the head of the valley, the South face of the Cima di
Castello reared up, with our projected route picked out by the early morning
sun as a thin line rising direct to the summit, and broken only by a prominent
overhang at about one-third its height. A close study of our photographs
during the winter had made the thing seem possible, and after a training climb
on the Punta Allievi-the via Boga-we were ready to attempt it.

As we toiled up the steep glacier to the foot of the face we traced out a long,
tenuous traverse line which would take us between lines of overhangs to the
beginning of the pillar we wished to climb, while avoiding the dangers of stone
fall from the undercut base of the central couloir [36]. As soon as we set foot
on the rock, the climbing became difficult and remained so well into the
second day. Pitch followed pitch at grade V+ to VI, and late in the afternoon
brought us to a large ledge below the overhang we had seen from below and
fretted over during the winter. An incredibly compact wall without any vestige
of a line rose straight to the roof, the left-hand corner of which was accessible
via a steep ramp. Twenty feet or so to the right, on the very edge of the couloir
at the point where it narrowed to a funnel and poured water and rock over the
overhangs beneath, the roof curled up to the vertical continuation of our line.
The pitch took us over three hours [38], and approaching dusk and unlimited
steepness above suddenly made our quitting the ledge below seem very



foolhardy. Two more long pitches, the second of which I followed in almost
complete darkness, were needed to bring us to a conceivable bivouac site.

The next few hours were very uncomfortable indeed. I had one buttock on
a tiny ledge, with both feet in slings and a rope around my chest to keep me
more or less upright. Above me, Sherpa had his head and shoulders thrust deep
into a convenient hole, his legs being suspended in slings. From time to time
during the night, as whim or wind took him, he kicked me gently on the
forehead. At long last, light appeared over the shoulder of the Disgrazia, and
we began, with great care, to get ready for the next pitch.

The steepening groove into which we had lashed ourselves overhung above us.
The climbing was, technically, very hard and appallingly strenuous; similar
to the hardest gritstone chimneys but much longer. Sherpa fought it for a long
time and then hauled up the sacks which hung well clear of the rock for the
first 60 ft or so and then jammed securely under a little overhang. By the
time I reached them I barely had strength enough to free them, but eventually
we were up and relaxing on a comfortable ledge, so close yet so totally in
accessible the previous night.

Two more steep and pleasant VS pitches brought us to a point from which it
was possible to make a hazardous incursion into the central couloir for water.
The buttress now dropped back a little and gave rather easier climbing (IV-V)
for about 300 ft, and led us on to the sting in the tail [39], a vertical corner up
to an overhang, a finger traverse and a blind swing round a corner on to a tiny
ledge. A final easy overhang brought us on to a ridge leading up to the main
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summit, after some twenty hours of climbing. Three hours or so later we were
back in the hut, making rapid inroads into a great mound of spaghetti and two
litres of wine, and enjoying Ugo's very satisfactorily enthusiastic comments to
Speckenhauser (who had done a number of hard new routes in the area) and
his party, who were about to leave for the Punta Baroni.

It had been three years since we had seen the photograph which had inspired
this route. For three seasons we had doubted and hoped. For three years Ugo
had kept silence on our ambition and encouraged us. It had been the route of a
lifetime. I called it the via dell' Esperanza.

SUMMARY Bregaglia, Val Zocca, climbs from Allievi hut.
Punta Allievi, 3121 m, S ridge, Gervasutti route, 1967. K. I. Meldrum,
N. A. J. and Mrs Rogers.
Pizzo di Zocca, 3004 m, SE ridge, Paravicini route, 1967. Same party.
Punta Allievi, SW buttress by new route, Via Inglesi, 30 August 1967. Same
party. D sup., 1200 ft. Technical note: Alpine Climbing I968 13.
Punta Baroni, 3200 m, E face by new route, Via Senza Sole, 6 August 1968.

K. I. Meldrum, N. A. J. Rogers, I. Roper. TD, 1200 ft. Technical note: A.J.
74 178.
Pizzo di Zocca, WSW antecime by new route on ESE ridge, Cresta della Rosa
Rossa, 10 August 1968. K. I. Meldrum, I. Roper; N. A. J. and Mrs Rogers.
TD inf., 2500 ft. Technical note: A.J. 74 177.

Punta Allievi, E face, via Boga, 6 August 1969, N. A. J. Rogers, I. Roper.
Technical note: p 144 below.
Cima di Castello, 3392 m, S face by central pillar, first ascent, Via dell' Esper
anza, 8-9 August 1969. Same party. ED, 1800 ft. Technical note: p 144 below.
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